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White and hygienic
Stainless steel levelling feet have been designed for more demanding requirements. Ganter
now offers the GN 341.2 standard elements
also with white rubber underlay.
The regulations for professional applications such as food processing or food production are particularly stringent and also cover
details such as hinges, handles or levelling feet. For these highly
specialised and sensitive scenarios, Ganter also has a wide range of
suitable standard elements. Easy cleaning, smooth surfaces, large
radiuses without gaps or joints characterise this product category,
among it the GN 341.1 stainless steel hygiene levelling foot.
These positioning elements not only guarantee a safe and sturdy
stand, they also allow the units they carry to be adjusted by as
much as 40 mm – with an adjustment sleeve concealing the thread
and so preventing problematic deposits in the thread. In general,
the design avoids sharp edges or small radiuses – which makes
cleaning a great deal more convenient. Stainless steel with its
smooth surface also makes disinfection easier and prevents germs
from collecting.
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The rounded base plate of the levelling foot features a rubber
underlay which absorbs shock and prevents undesirable deposits
from collecting between the base of the levelling foot and the
positioning surface. The robust rubber layer is firmly vulcanized and
seamlessly connects with the solid sheet metal plate. This rubber
underlay is normally black, but Ganter now offers the levelling foot
in a white design variant GN 341.2 – with discoloration and undesirable markings caused by the levelling foot now a thing of the past.
And, thanks to the white rubber underlay, dirt and desposits are
now identified much easier. After all, white still signals cleanliness
and purity.
Find out more at www.ganter-griff.com

